ABSTRACT When an electronic nose (e-nose) is used for prediction, extracting more useful information from the original response curve is of great importance. However, the most traditional feature extraction models in e-nose only sample a few data during the process of extracting features. To use more data and acquire more information to improve e-nose's classification accuracy, we present a new feature extraction method called ''weighted summation'' (WS). In addition, this method was compared with other exiting methods, including maximum value of the steady-state response (MAX), curve fitting (CF), dynamic moments of the phase space (MD2), maximum value of the first-order derivative (Dmax), and Db1 wavelet transformation (WT). Dingfeng pig farm located at Changchun (Jilin Province, China) was used as odor source. Four kinds of odors taken from inside of pig barn in the morning and in the evening, and outside of pig barn in the morning and in the evening were used as the original response of e-nose. The reasons why we choose these four classes are as follows: to start with, the smell of the house has a great influence on the health of pigs; then, outdoor odors affect residents' comfort level; and morning and evening are the most odorous hours. Experimental results demonstrated that for WS, MAX, CF, MD2, Dmax, and WT methods, accuracy in training set was 88.33%, 85%, 83.33%, 83.33%, 46.67%, and 51.67%, respectively, and accuracy in testing set was 100%, 100%, 91.67%, 91.67%, 41.67%, and 41.67%, respectively, suggesting that novel feature extraction method outperformed other methods. Moreover, a simple monitor system based on WS method was established to monitor the real environment in pig farm.
easy to operate. Electronic nose can satisfy these conditions successfully.
Electronic nose (e-nose), composed of an array of gas sensors as well as the corresponding pattern recognition algorithm, is able to imitate the olfactory system of humans and mammals and has been used for the recognition of gas and odor [3] . E-nose has been applied to many fields such as food engineering [4] [5] [6] , disease diagnosis [7] [8] [9] [10] , environmental control [11] , [12] and odor analysis [13] [14] [15] due to its effectiveness on odor analysis [16] , [17] .
In general, the accuracy of odor analysis can be improved from two aspects, one is changing the hardware structure by sensor array optimization [19] [20] [21] and another is changing the analysis perspective by feature extraction and pattern recognition optimization [22] [23] [24] . Under certain conditions, researchers prefer to focus on the feature extraction and pattern recognition to improve the classification accuracy rather than optimizing hardware. The extracted features play a significant role in affecting the subsequent pattern recognition algorithms [25] . Feature extraction is an important foundation of pattern recognition as well as the importance of groundwork for a building. No matter which pattern recognition method is selected to conduct pattern recognition, its classification accuracy has a strong relationship with the sample distribution in the feature space. The aim of feature extraction is to extract robust information from the characteristic sensor response with less redundancy, which can represent the different ''fingerprint'' patterns well, and to ensure the effectiveness of the subsequent pattern recognition algorithm [25] . A good feature extraction method can markedly improve the accuracy of classification.
There are some classical methods which have been widely used to extract the features from original dataset. These methods can be categorized into three classes including the features extracted from the original response curves, curve fitting parameters and transform domains [26] . The features from the original response curves extract the piecemeal signal features, such as maximum value of the steady-state response (MAX), maximum value of the first-order derivative (Dmax), integrals and slopping. MAX is usually used as the most common and simple feature, because it represents the final steady-state feature of the entire dynamic response process, which reflects the maximum reaction degree change of sensors responding to odors [25] , [27] . Dmax is also widespread applied in e-nose [28] , [29] . However, these methods only consider stationary information about the transient, all the information related to the kinetic of the rise and recovery time are lost. Each sensor has its own behavior in response to an odor presentation that is stored along the response [30] . To solve this problem, some researchers extract feature based on curve fitting and transform domains. Curve fitting is a feature extraction method which chose a suitable model to fit the original response curve then uses the curve fitting parameters as the feature [31] , [32] . The problem of curve fitting is how to achieve a good function to fit the original response curve. There are some common curve-fitting models such as polynomial function, exponential function, sigmoid function and Gaussian function [33] , [34] . Feature extraction from transform domains can do transformations and use the coefficient of transforms as features to discriminate samples. Features extracted from transform domains can stably reflect the inherent characteristics of the sample. Wavelet transform and MD2 are two feature extraction methods belong to transform domains. Wavelet transform is an extension of Fourier transform, which regards the original response curve as a time-varying signal. Time -frequency atoms with different time support can be used to analyze signal structure of different sizes. The wavelet transform decomposes signals over dilated and translated wavelets [30] . MD2 is the feature called dynamic moments of the phase space. Its property is in the univocal correspondence between points in the space and states of the system [35] .
However, the aforementioned feature extraction methods did not take full use of the information that embedded in the original response curve. They cannot capture all the useful information during the process of feature extraction. For example, MAX and Dmax could not extract the steady-state and transient information from the entire response curve. WT, CF and MD2 did not completely reflect the characteristics of the response process [22] . There is a kind of statistical magnitude called sufficient statistic which contains the statistics of all the useful information about the problem in the original sample. We can use the idea for reference, summation or average the original response of electronic nose. But simple summation and average is clearly not reasonable due to summation and average are susceptible to abnormal values while e-nose is easily disturbed in outdoor environment [36] . Therefore, we proposed a weighted summation (WS) method to extract features from the original response curve. The weight is a numerical value we called ''Distinguish statistic''. Previous work has confirmed that it is feasible for e-nose to detect the gas which is taken from pig barn [18] . And e-nose is employed to distinguish the classes of gas which we get from different location and different time in a pig farm. And the gas data from pig house have not yet been studied using electronic nose response values obtained at different times, and synthesized the response data and got the final feature space. One remarkable property of the gas sensory array in e-nose is cross sensitivity. As a result, the data we get from the data acquisition system (DAS) are so sparse and high-dimensional that we cannot use all data to achieve a satisfactory result. Therefore, we introduced feature extraction model which extracts a small feature space from a large number of original data to represent the characteristics of a class.
For the rest of this paper, we will firstly introduce the related work recent years in Section II. Next, we will show sampling experiment and data collection in Section III. Then the whole process of feature extraction with proposed VOLUME 7, 2019 weighted summation will be given in Section IV. The results and discussion will be shown in Section V. Finally, we will draw our conclusion in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
There is growing concern about the environment especially in air pollution. More and more scientists are interested in e-nose while many techniques can be used to detect gas. The reason why many scientists like e-nose is that while other better established and solid analytical techniques can be used to detect specific compounds, e-nose is currently the only method capable of quantifying and classifying odors in real time [37] . Wolfrum et al had got satisfactory results in the recognition of some volatile organic compounds by using e-nose which has 14 MOS sensors [38] . Meanwhile, they obtained a liner correlation between real concentration and estimated concentration. De Vito et al used an e-nose to detect and quantifit benzene in an outdoor environment. In their study, benzene concentration in the atmosphere was quantifited with errors ranging from 2% to 6% by using an e-nose whose recognition system is k-NearestNeighbor [39] . Nicola et al had used the e-nose to detect the presence of odors and classify them after having trained the instrument with samples coming from industrial sites on different days [40] . The work of many scientists has shown that the e-nose is not only working well in laboratories but also performing well outdoor environment. Recently, e-nose is widely used in industry, food and medical but rarely used in farms where gas detection is also important, therefore we attempt to use an e-nose to detect the gas in a pig farm.
Feature extraction method is one of the key factors of performance improvement for e-nose system. Many feature extraction methods have been proposed and applied in recent years because of its usefulness and importance. Commonly used feature extraction methods are maximum value of the steady-state response, maximum value of the firstorder derivative, Curve fitting, Wavelet transform and MD2. Maximum value of the steady-state response and maximum value of the first-order derivative are two simple and easily accessible parameters which can directly get from the original response curve. They are defined by equations:
where f (m) is the mth sampling point of one sensor's response. The procedure of fitting a curve to a time series consists in finding the values of the curve parameters for which the curve approximates the best with the samples. To evaluate which family of curves provides the best performance in fitting the data, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is often used. It is defined by equation:
where x i is the response of sensors, y i is its first-order derivative. Gas detection in pig farms needs to be simple, efficient, convenient and easy to operate. Besides, the feature extraction method needs to have a certain anti-interference ability because the gas comes from outdoor environment. The feature extraction method we proposed can easily obtain features from the original response since it doesn't need complex calculation and transform. Meanwhile, it's somewhat less affected by noise and outliers since it makes full use of all data rather than a single point.
III. DATA COLLECTION A. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The gas in our experiment was all taken from a pig farm called DingFeng in the Northeast of China, instead of preparing the gas in the laboratory for the authenticity and the practicality of the results. We chose the fatting pig barn of which gas environment is very important. The locations to collect the gas were selected according to farmer's experience. The collected gas can be divided into two classes according to specific location, some were got in the fatting pigsty and the others were got outside fatting pigsty. The main difference between these two positions is that the gas concentration is different according to the experience of pig farm technicians. According to sampling time, the gas can also be divided into two classes. Some of them were collect in the morning and the rest of the gas was collected in the evening. The difference between morning and evening is mainly that the content of each component in the gas is different according to pig farm technicians. The instrument used to collect gas is QC-1S Atmospheric Sampler (Beijing Kean Labor Insurance New Technology Company). The gas collection speed was 1L/min. In order to reduce the probability of introducing noise data, humans were kept away from the Atmospheric Sampler during the time it worked. Collected gases were temporarily stored in sampling bags with a capacity of 25L. Then, the sampling bags were carried to laboratory quickly and detected with e-nose.
According to the type of gas and the response characteristics of gas sensors, seven gas sensors are selected to construct the sensor array (shown in Fig. 1 ). The type of gas in the pig farm are shown in Table 1 and the response characteristics of gas sensors are shown in Table 2 . From Table 1 , we know that the main gases in the pig farm are Ammonia, carbon dioxide, Hydrogen sulfide, methane and carbon monoxide. And from table 2, we know the seven sensors we choose are sensitive to these gases so these seven sensors are used We can know that the gas To ensure there are enough odors contacting sensitive elements, the gas chamber structure should be mouth cavity with a large shape. Cone was adopt as the chamber geometry structure so that the air flow at the inlet is faster than the cavity. The picture of FIGURE 1. The sensor array: seven gas sensors including TGS826, TGS2611, TGS2603, TGS2602,TGS2600, TGS2610, TGS2620 are evenly distributed at the bottom of the chamber. the chamber was shown in Fig2. The schematic diagram of the experimental system was shown in Fig.3 . A three-way valve is used to change the gas circuit to let the desired gas flow into the chamber. A flow meter is used to control the flow velocity of gas and its value is set as 1L/min. A data acquisition system (DAS) is employed for the sensors and its sample frequency is set as 100Hz. The response of sensor is firstly processed by the conditioning circuit and then sampled and saved in a computer via the DAS.
B. DATA COLLECTION
The data collection is divided into two stages-the clean stage and the response stage. Each sample bag is used to do ten experiments and collect ten samples. For the startup, the sensors are exposed to clean air for t seconds (the interval t is 600 between two different type of gas and the interval t is 300 between the same type of gas). Then, the gases from pig farm passes over the sensors and last 80 seconds. The process of data collection is shown in Fig.4 . It is necessary that the two independent datasets, namely training dataset and test dataset should be different from each other. Therefore, three samples from each type of gas were randomly selected TABLE 2. The response characteristics of gas sensors. FIGURE 2. The Chamber imitating nasal structure: the gas enters through the small opening, pass through the chamber, and finally reaches the sensor array (This structure can make enough odors contact sensors).
as test set, the rest of the samples are used to conduct training data. At last, 60 training samples and 12 test samples were obtained. These samples are divided into 4 classes including Morning in pigsty (InMon), Evening in pigsty (InEve), Morning outside pigsty (OutMon), Evening outside pigsty (OutEve). The response curves of sensors on the gas taken from InMon was shown in Fig. 5 and the response value refers to the measured voltage and its unit is V.
IV. WEIGHTED SUM BASED ON DISTINGUISH STATISTIC
Distinguish statistic is computed according to sample data points. After sampling, a sample includes the data from seven gas sensors. And 8000 data points were obtained from every sensor. Each point corresponds to one distinguish statistic, therefore 8000 distinguish statistic can be got from every sensor. The calculation steps are as follows [41] (take one sensor for example):
(1) The original data is defined as x ijk , (i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . p; k = 1, 2, . . . q), and i is the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental system: we use this system to detect the gas coming from pig farm and turn the gas data to numerical data which is stored in the computer(in this diagram blue lines stand for Teflon tube, orange lines stand for data lines). number of point, j is the gas class, k is the different sample in the same class. The data x ijk was normalized as follows.
(2) Average y ijk for sample k = 1, 2, . . . q and sort them according to their class:ȳ (1) i ≤ȳ (2) i ≤ . . . ≤ȳ (3) i ; Meanwhile, the sample variance of the number i point of number j class calculated according to y ijk is defined as S i (j). Define the distinguish statistic of number i point as:
where ȳ . 8000 distinguish statistic data were got from each sensor, the result was shown in Fig.6 . It can be seen that the trend is very similar to that of the sensor's response. In the original response curve, the information possessed by the behind point is more than the point in front. For the distinguish statistic corresponding to the behind point, its value is also greater than point in front. Therefore, distinguish statistic is used as the weights. Data belong to interval are summed from number 1001 to number 8000 with weights which are corresponded distinguish statistic according to the response curve. We define the distinguish statistic of number i(i = 1, 2, . . . , 8000) point number s (s = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7)sensor as D is . Define the number i point from s of sample l as d isl . The features extracted from an sample l are as follows:
96736 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Scatter plots of the recognition. 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A principal component analysis of features extracted by WS was performed. It was found that the cumulative contribution of the first two principal components could reach 97%. Therefore, the first two principal components were chosen to distinguish the training set as shown in Fig.7 . We can easily find out if the gas came from inside or outside. We can even achieve that if the gas was from morning or evening. The result proves that the feature we extracted by WS is feasible to conduct pattern recognition.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed WS model, the original data was also analyzed by all methods considered in our project including MAX, Dmax, CF, MD2, WT and the proposed WS. There were 60 points in training set and 12 points in test set. Each single feature extraction method was evaluated by its corresponding classification accuracy. The flow of the data processing was shown in Fig.8 . And in the training process of e-nose, support vector machines (SVM) [42] and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [43] algorithms were chosen as pattern recognition classifiers because of their superiority to small sample data. During the training process, leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) was used to increase the generality and credibility of the model. The results of cross-validation by SVM and KNN were shown in Table3. The average accuracy of SVM was 73.06% while KNN was 63%, and the accuracy of SVM was higher than that of KNN under each feature extraction methods. Therefore, based on the whole reasons, SVM was chosen as the classifier. cross-validation the classifier during the training process of e-nose. The digits with bold type in diagonal denote the number of points predicted correctly, meanwhile, others denote the number of points misclassified. If only the location was considered, it will be found WS, MAX and CF have the same accuracy (100%). MD2 was worse, while WT and Dmax got the worst accuracy. Then by adding time, the accuracy was reduced because the gas taken at different time was different. But WS still had the best accuracy of 88.33% in training set and 100% in testing set. Classification accuracy of e-nose based on different features was shown in Table 10 .
The classification results using SVM were shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10. Fig.9 illustrated the results of training set and Fig.10 showed the accuracy on test set. In order to compare the classification accuracy of different feature extraction methods, a bar chart as shown in Fig.11 . From the results based on training set, it was noted that WS performed the best and Dmax did the worst. From the results of test set, WS and MAX perform the best, Dmax and WT perform the worst. The rank of different methods combined training set with testing set was shown in Table11.
B. DISCUSSION
In this paper, the gases from pig barn in different location and different time were obtained and divided into four classes defined as ''InMon'', ''InEve'', ''OutMon'' and ''OutEve''. ''InMon'' was the gas taken in the pig barn in the morning, ''InEve'' was the gas taken in the pig barn in the evening, ''OutMon'' was the gas taken outside pig barn in the morning and ''OutEve'' was the gas taken outside the pig barn in the evening. Six feature extraction methods were employed to extract features from the original response curve, which included maximum value of the steady-state response (MAX), Curve fitting (CF), dynamic moments of the phase space (MD2), maximum value of the first-order derivative (Dmax), Db1 wavelet transformation (WT) and weighted summation (WS) proposed in this work. It showed that the proposed weighted summation (WS) method performed the best based on the results of the accuracy. VOLUME 7, 2019 All theories should serve practice. The abnormal gas environment is not good for pigs' health, which also influences workers in pig farm. Moreover, it may even influence the lives of the local population [44] . Therefore, The proposed feature extraction method was taken use of to establish a monitoring system. The features extracted by weighted summation were normalized and a radar map was made as fingerprint as shown in Fig.12 . The graphs in Figure 12 showed the odor shape of the gas when the gas environment is normal. Once the shape of the gas measured is very different from Figure 12 , it can be assumed that pigs changed the gas environment due to illness. Therefore, to some extent, the health of pigs can be speculated based on the shape of the odor.
Above all, the proposed weighted summation can extract more information from the original response curve, which makes it an ideal feature extraction method for e-nose. With the help of weighted summation, the classification accuracy of SVM is improved effectively and efficiently. It can be used to monitor the gas environment of pig farm in real time, which is important for pig farmers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an e-nose was designed for the identification of gas categorization taken from the inside of pigsty in the morning, the inside of pigsty in the evening, outside the pigsty in the morning and outside the pigsty in the evening. Six methods including MAX, CF, MD2, Dmax, WT and WS were employed to extract features from the original response curve. SVM was employed as the classifier. The experimental results demonstrated that when the proposed WS was used to extract features, the classification accuracy in predicting the different gas classes was higher than that of using MAX, MD2, CF, Dmax or WT. At last, a monitoring system was established based on the features extracted by WS to monitor the gas environment in the pig farm in the Northeast of China.
APPENDIX INTRODUCTION OF FEATURES CONSIDERED IN THIS PAPER A. MAX
MAX represents the final steady-state feature of the entire dynamic response process, which reflects the maximum reaction degree change of sensors responding to odors. The MAX is defined by equations:
where f (m) is the mth sampling point of one sensor's response.
B. DMAX
Dmax is a simple and easily accessible parameter which can directly get from the original response curve. It's defined by equations:
C. MD2
MD2 is the feature called dynamic moments of the phase space, its property is in the univocal correspondence between points in the space and states of the system, it was defined it by equations:
x i y i (10) where x i is the response of sensors, y i is its first-order derivative.
D. CF
Curve fitting is a feature extraction method which chooses a suitable model to fit the original response curve and then uses the curve fitting parameters as the feature. The model in this paper is defined by equations:
and choose parameters a, b, c as features. 
